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For shoe sizing accuracy, you must print
this document on
8.5”x11” paper at 100% (full size). Place a
credit card or drivers license in the box below
to check for correct scaling. If box is larger
than the credit card, reduce printer scaling to
less than 100% until the box size matches a
credit card size. If the box is too small, increase
printer scaling above 100% until the box is the
correct size. Align the bullseyes on the bottom
of the first page with the bulls eyes on the
second page and tape the pages together at their
intersection so as to create an accurate ruler on
the left side of the shoe sizing tool.
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RIGHT INSTEP LINE

Align your heel with the solid line at
the base of the chart. Keeping your
weight on your foot, relax your
toes. The line that touches your
longest toe indicates your size. The
shorter lines in between the
numbered lines indicate half sizes.
Since many people have feet of
different sizes, it’s important to
measure both feet. You should
purchase shoes in the larger of
your two sizes. For Women, subtract
two sizes to your measured size. For
example, if you are a woman and your
measured size is a size 7 you should
order a size 5.
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LEFT INSTEP LINE

Find Your Size
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PLEASE NOTE:
Women must
subtract two (2)
sizes from their
measured size!!
For example: if
your measured
size is a size 7,
order a size 5.
REMINDER:
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ACCURACY CHECK:

Take off your shoes
to measure your
feet.
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To ensure correct printing size,
place a credit card here. If it fits,
the chart was printed correctly.
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